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STARR
Our Finest Wine Glass



William Yeoward Crystal has been making beautiful and decorative wine glasses for a long 
time, many of these designs being inspired by antique examples from the 18th and 19th 
centuries.

However, up until now we have not made a wine glass that is designed specifically for those 
who are passionate about the enjoyment of wine and who want a glass that will show wine at 
its very best; over the last 30 years or so there have been huge improvements in the techniques 
of wine making and wine is now enjoyed by a much wider audience than ever before.

We ourselves are passionate about wine and know what an important part wine plays when 
entertaining friends and family; and it is now widely understood that a good wine glass 
enhances the enjoyment of wine.

We have long believed that for those who really enjoy drinking good wine, as good as some 
wine glasses are an even better wine glass could be designed and made; and part of our 
mission in recent years has been to create a wine glass that is not just better, but that is the 
finest that we can make.

The Starr wine glasses are individually made by hand, in lead free crystal glass, as we wanted 
the glasses to be as light as is practical, with a thin stem to further reduce the weight; the 
lightness of the glass is very important, bringing the wine as close as possible to the drinker; 
and the rim of the glass is really fine, further enhancing the pleasure of tasting the wine. Starr 
wine glasses are beautiful to look at and in use are perfectly balanced.

We believe that using the Starr glass delivers a unique and wonderful drinking experience and 
we are proud to call it our finest wine glass.

STARR
Hand Made Lead Free Crystal Glass
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SIZES AVAILABLE:

DESSERT WINE 225ml - 8oz - 164mm - 6½” 
SMALL WINE 275ml - 10oz - 185mm - 7½”
WHITE WINE  325ml - 11oz - 190mm - 7½”
RED WINE  360ml - 12oz - 202mm - 8”   
BORDEAUX 480ml - 17oz - 212mm - 8¼”      
WHITE BURGUNDY 450ml - 16oz - 210mm - 8¼”   

CHAMPAGNE 255ml - 9oz - 228mm - 9”
COUPE 160ml - 6oz - 180mm - 7”
LARGE BORDEAUX 690ml - 24oz - 234mm - 9¼”
RED BURGUNDY 750ml - 26oz - 229mm - 9”
BEER GLASS 420ml - 15oz - 180mm - 7”
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